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Hold me 

(Eurovision Song Contest 2013 Azerbaijan)

Performed by Farid Mammadov  

 

Should have seen it coming when I saw you

Should have had the sense to stop and walk away

It was gonna turn out complicated 

We´ve hit overload about to explode 

 

 

If love was a mountain 

I´d climb up to the highest of them all 

I´d swim across the ocean if you´d call

I´m lost in your smile 

Freefalling for miles 

 

Hold me 

Just unfold me 

Unchain my soul 

Give me love make me whole 

Hold me 

If it´s only 

For this moment in time 

Now I´m yours and your mine 

So Hold me 

 

Take a little time then you´ll know better

Than to think about giving in on the one you love

Can we go back and freeze the moment

Where we used to be free was only you and me

 

Hold me 

Just unfold me 

 

Unchain my soul 

Give me love make me whole 

Hold me 

If it´s only 
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Should have seen it coming when I saw you 

Should have had the sense to stop and walk away 

 

 

I´d swim across the ocean if you´d call 

Take a little time then you´ll know better 

Than to think about giving in on the one you love 

Can we go back and freeze the moment 

s only you and me 

For this moment in time

Now I´m yours and your mine

So Hold me 

 

Remember how we used to laugh

But now you´re running from the past

Let´s find a way to carry on

Remember how love used to be

You said I was your fantasy

Can´t take another night alone

so come on home 

 

Hold me 

Just unfold me 

Unchain my soul 

Give me love make me whole

Hold me 

If it´s only 

For this moment in time

Now I´m yours and your mine

So Hold me 

 

Hold me – Hold me6 

 

 

 

For this moment in time 

Now I´m yours and your mine 

Remember how we used to laugh 

But now you´re running from the past 

to carry on 

Remember how love used to be 

You said I was your fantasy 

Can´t take another night alone 

Give me love make me whole 

For this moment in time 

Now I´m yours and your mine 
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1. – Translate the beginning of the song 

 

Should have seen it coming when I saw you 

Should have had the sense to stop and walk away 

It was gonna turn out complicated 

We’ve hit overload about to explode 

 

*gonna - going to 

* turn out - resultar 

* about to - a punto de 

 

2. Fill the gaps with the right words from this box: 

climb up, highest, miles, mountain, ocean, smile, 

swim, unchain, unfold, whole,  

 

If love was a __________ 

I’d __________ up to the __________ of them all 

I’d ________across the __________ if you’d call 

I’m lost in your __________ 

Freefalling for __________ 

 

Hold me, 

just __________ me  

__________ my soul 

Give me love, make me __________ 

Hold me if it’s only 

For this moment in time 

Now I’m yours and you’re mine 

So hold me 

 

*fold - unfold  

*chain - unchain 

 

3. Match the halves; fill the gaps with one of the following prepositions, and then translate the meaning 

of this verse.  

Prepositions: back, in, on, about. 

 

1) Take a little time 

 

2)Than to think ____ giving ___ 

 

3) Can we go ___ 

 

4) Where we used to be free, 

 

a) ___ the one you love 

 

b) and freeze the moment 

 

c) was only you and me 

 

d) then you’ll know better 
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4. Listen to this part. Then, guess and match the verbs and the meaning in this song.  

 

Remember how we used to laugh 

But now you´re running from the past 

Let´s find a way to carry on 

Remember how love used to be 

You said I was your fantasy 

Can´t take another night alone 

so come on home 

 

 

Verbs  

 

Used to  

Run from 

Carry on 

(Can't) take 

 

Walk away 

Give in (on somebody) 

Think about 

Go back  

 

Meanings / Synonyms 

 

Soler /  

Continuar / to continue 

Escapar de / To get away from 

(no poder) Soportar / not be able to bear  

 

 

Marcharse / to step away 

Pensar / To think of 

Darle la razón a alguien /  

Regresar / To come back 

 

 

 

 

 


